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Jon Wroten
Staff Writer
Few students making their way
through, the Student Union fail to
notice long lines of students signing'
up. to receive their insurance
refunds.
It appears the lines won't be
going down soon. Last year, there
were 3,285 students who received
refunds.
By the second day'
students were eligible to sign up for
refunds,
already
over 1,000
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Some students say the long lines 'down. In an era of ever-rising
students had taken the opportunity
insurance rates, it has taken 12 years
aren't necessary..
to do so.
.
for the fee to double from the original
"1
think
the
amount
charged
is
. Students who are eligible to
$46 to the current level of $118.
excessive.
They
should
give
you
a
receive refunds can sign up from
IIWe've kept it under control by
.8:30 a.m, to 5 p.m. until Sept. 13 to chance to sign up for insurance
some very careful planning and
when
you
register,
so
you
don't
receive their $118refund.
management of the policy," said
, The refund is an option for all have to go through this routine,"
Arellano.
,
said
senior
Joe
Langan.
.
full fee-paying students except
The health insurance does not
Offering
optional
insurance
was
those participating
in certain
cover dental insurance, although
scholarship
programs.
Also , much more expensive than the
Arellano is exploring this option.
refund
route,
said
Student
ineligible are those attending BSU
Getting a refund does not
Insurance Advocate Ted Arellano.
with the aid of some local
exclude students fro in using the
Arellano
said
his
officehad
done
a
companies such as Micron and
Student Health Center.
good job of trying to keep costs
Hewlett-Packard.

Us:

Drop/acid lines push stud.~nts to max
as full courses bring registration blues

Corky Hansen
News Editor
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Seemingly endless registration
lines leading to the cheery report
that every course they wanted was
full made going to class anticlimactic
for, throngs.-Of .B$U~i:\tt1,dents)a~t,._"
week. .
.....
'.'." .'. ','
.
Frustrated students crept from the
back of one line to the front, only to
repeat the process at the back of
.another,The most popular standingaround area on campus was the .
registration line.
, "I'm sure they [students] spend
more time in here than they want
to," said Assistant to the Registrar
.Debbie Christensen.
Last week students staged an all- '
night vigil in front of' the
Administration Building-not
in
protest of ove~crowding but to beat
the rush of students looking to fill
the vacancies left by the 1,600
students who did not meet the Aug.
19 fee deadline.
For .some, the sacrifice was in
vain.
"1 just couldn't get what I
.wanted," said junior nursing major
Leanne Lundquist, who took her
place in line at the Administration
Classrooms filled to th~ brim are the norm this year at SSU.
Building 7 p,m. Monday night to get
a registration appointment Tuesday
most students want their classes.
A lack of classroom
and
morning.
.
SOme students cannot graduate
laboratory space is the primary ,
Mindy Myers, a first-year nursing
because
the courses they need are
reason
there
are
not
more
sections
of
major, waited all night to get into
full, and students are often forced to '
core
classes.
English 101,required for most firsttake drastic measures in attempting
According to Registrar Susanna
year students. Myers was initially
to find a spot in full course sections.
Yunker,
the
campus
is
at
"100
forced to register for night and
According to Eldon Chandler, a
Saturday classes, and could not get' percent capacity" between 8:40 a.m,
BSU health and safety officer,'a fire
and
2:40
p.m.,
the
time
block
when
into English 101.

:1

..~"

alarm pulled during drop/add
registration is suspected to have
'been set off by a desperate student
looking to move up in the line. "
A lot of them [students] are
.

II

-Blues continued
on page 16

-.ParksDept ..fed up vows to tow
I

Dawn Kramer
Editor-in-ehief

1.;
1

Don't park in the park-Boise
Parks and Recreation Department
really means it this time.
For years, Julia Davis Park ha.s
battled againstBSU students who
park at the site, despite the "noBSU
parking" signs.
Boise Parks and Recreation wants

Bob Seibolt, director of Campus
to put it to an end once-and-for-all.
Officials statedlast week that any Safety, said people have parked at
car parked on the grounds for more Julia Davis to avoid buying parking
.than two hours between 7:30 a.m. permits since he began working at
.
and 4:30 p.m. will be fined $5. On BSU 13 years ago.
"The parks department finally
the third offense, the car will be
got fed up with it and decided to do
towed.
something about it," said Seibolt.
AParks and Recreation official
said cars may receive more than one He said the parks department is
ticket a day. They began ticketing . mainly concerned about lack of
parking for patrons.
last Wednesday.
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eationmay purchase their lunch at Yugoslav system .of self-managener in which such individuals learn
ment in the post World War II periNoodles
or brtngvtheir
own,'
to reach their potential .to care
"od.
Admission
is
free,
and
the
public
is
providers.
•
"Entrepreneurship'
and
encouraged ~ attend.
"
The course is designed for pe,rPrivatization in Central and Eastern
For
more
information,
call
the
BSU was honored by the, Council . sonal care attendants, shelter home
Europe"-10:40
to 11:30 a.m.
College of Social Sciences and Public
employees, job coaches, parents and
for Advancement
and Support of
Mondays,
Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Affairs
at
385-3776,
special education classroom aides,
Edticq,tion for its 1993 Martin Luther
Prerequisites for this course are EC
but
everyone
who
can
is
invited
to
King, Jr./Human
Rights Week
205 and EC 206. The course will
Celebration.
examine the economic transition
,att~~~iONS
will
be
offered
from
~
'to
The award, a bronze medal, was
that has been taking place in Central
presented
by CASE for student
9 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays
and Eastern Europe. The introduc,
Sept.
20
to
Nov.
1
in
Boise.
'I1le
uni,0,
involvement programs and projects.
tion of market institutions and priversity also' offers a self-study __
Fuada Stankovic, professor of
The annual celebration is coordivate
property institutions
will be
course beginning Oct.4
' , political economy at the University
nated by a 2o-member campus-wide
examined.
Both
classes
are
offered
thorugh
committee
through
the Student
of Novi Sad in what was formerly
the' College
of Technology's
Union and Activities office. 'It is
the nation of Yugoslavia, will be '
designed to address the problems of ' Outreach programs. For information
teaching two courses at BSU as a
call the Outreach programs office at
racism, celebrate cultural diversity
Len B. Jordan visiting professor of
386-1974.
in Idaho, and discuss human rights
economics.
"
,
Thegraphic
depicting
the
,'. issues and other topics.
'"
Stankovic's courses are:
Bronco Shuttle route on page 6
More than 5,000 people attended
'!I "The Political-Economy
of the
of the Aug. 31 Issue contained
, the rally, workshops, art exhibits,
Crisis in Yugoslavia" - 7 to 10 p.rn.
erroneous schedule informafilms, lectures and other events of
.
. Tuesdays. .The course" which is
tion: The shuttle runs M, W, F
.. the 1993 celebration;
"open to the public , has no prerequi, 8:20a.m. to' 1:50 p.m. and T, TH
'sites. It will examine the historical
, An intriguing
combination
of
8:55 a.m, to 1;50 p.m.
The
roots of the crisis now occurring in
food and foreign affairs will take.
Arbiter regrets the error.
what was Yugoslavia. "Also examplace when political science departined will be the evolution of the
ment chairman Gregory Raymond
presents
"Ethics and Statecraf]:
Moral
Dimensions
of American
Care providers for people with
Foreign
Policy"
at the noon
developmental disabilities have an
.
Fettuccine Forum held at Noodles
opportunity to learn new skills in a
'Aug. ,27. Theft. Parking lot, 2240
restaurant Monday, Sept. 13.
In case of an emergency, dial 911.
classoffered by BSU.
The Fettuccine Forum is presentUniversity drive:
.Io prevent delay in the response
The 40-minute
course, titled
ed monthly by the BSU College of
Aug. 29. Vehicle burglary. 1700
of the emergency services, it is cruVISIONS, teaches behavioral strateUniversity drive. Petty theft. 2303
cial to remember that when reportgy, 'positive programming and how Social Sciences and Public Affairs in
conjunction with Noodles, located at
ing an emergency to the police, the , Campuslane #B606.
to develop
an effective plan of
Sixth and Main in downtown Boise.
fire department
or ambulances,
action in confronting the day-to-day
The Idaho Humanities Council is an
Aug. 30. Malicious
injury to
you should identify the building or
challenges of caring for someone
additional sponsor of Raymond's
property.
2201 Campus
Drive.
site by using numbered addresses. ,
with, developmental disabilities.
presentation.
Theft. 2303 Campus lane.
The crime log is based on inforCourse instructor June Pearson
, Raymond is considered one of the
Aug. 31. Theft. 2133 Campus
mation provided by the office of
has seven years of experience in'
nation's leading scholars on internaLane. #E621. Grand Theft. Rear of
Campus Sheriff Dick Kersting,
working with developmentally distional relations.
Campus School.
1695 University drive, 385-1453. '
abled
individuals.
She says
Those attending the noon presen-t
VISIONS can demonstrate the man-

King celebrotlon
receives honor

Slavic professor,
't teac h'a t BSU

Correction

,Forum mixes food.
foreign affairs .

,Care-giver course ,",
targets hardshi'ps

,
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These organizations and more wi~1be therell
Hewlett - Packard
Morrison Knudsen Corporation
, Boise Independent School District #1
Micron, Inc.
St. Alphonsus Medical Center
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center
Brigham Young University Law School
Peace Corps
Coopers & Lybrand
Red Lion Hotels & Inns
Thunderbird Grad Sch InternationalMgmt
State Farm Insurance Company
, Jay Jacobs, Inc.
'
J.C. Penney
First Security 'Bank of Idaho
Boise'Social Security Administration
Gonzaga University School of Law
Waddell &' Reed
National Weather Service ' '
Treasure Valley Manor ' ,
Idaho State Dept. of Health & Welfare
Idaho State Dept. of LawEntcrcemenr
, Willamette UniversityGrad.~ch.?f Mgmt. ,
..

..

.

Sept. 16, 10:00 am- 3:30 pm, SUBJordanB.i:J11roQm
Learn' about' employers; graduate schools, internships, 'requirements!
Mak~ contacts, networkl

Sponsored byBSU Career Planning & Placement
Logo designed
",

,,',

by.",..,

Debbie " Caldwell,
'.
.....
,",

'
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Dave Fotsch
Staff Writer
The lines extend halfway
through the BSU Bookstore.
Ten cash registers ring with
the sound of dollars flowing
from student hands to
Bookstore coffers.
It's Christmas in August,
and everyone is buying
something practical for
themselves. It's the start of
another semester, and if students think they are going
to get in and out of The
Bookstore in a hurry, they
should think again.
Bookstore director Bill
'.Barmes has wa tched this.
ritual for; the last 15 years
and says he 'has done what
he can to handle the everincreasing number of stuMore students. extra courses. and shrinking space
dents.
lines and higher prices at the BSU bookstore.
This year the textbook
floor was set up by
the process is the.
On Eighth Street, the Bookstore, which
the end of July, a full
two weeks earlier
textbook shipments are may only have a
than last year. The
couple of weeks to
delivered, unpacked, make the necessary
Bookstore was open
every Saturday in
repackaged an~ trans.;' arrangements. This
August and the two
fall, Barmes and his
ported to the Bookstore, .staff
Sundays immediatewill juggle 2,800
ly preceding the start
a process. that nearly titles from dozens of
of the semester. StuInevitdoubles labor eests. publishers.
. dents
had every
ably, there will be
opportunity to shop
some shortages.
early. Obviously, not
Aside from long
like Barmes cando little
everyone did.
lines at the cash registers,
about. BSU often adds new
That's too bad, said
sections to popular classes the most common comBarmes, because by waiting
in the eleventh hour to pl~i~t":30okstore staff heal'
.'...until the ·first week of class- accommodafe'
s¥ielling
es the students have missed
enrollment.-Adjunct-faeuity -.
"the best Chanceto buy "Used " are added to teach the new
books and to avoid crowds. . s~ctions and they, in turn,
Even' so, problems
may require different texts.
remain that -even a veteran
At the receiving end of
of bookstore management

MlherlMeghan

CrOM

all contribute to long
is: Why do these books cost
so much?
There is no simple answer
to that, but part of the reason
is that bookstore staff must
handle everything twice,
said Barmes. Because of a
lack of warehouse space at
the Student Union Building,
the bookstore must rent 9,000
square feet of space on
Eighth Street. The space
problem exists despite the
addition of about 2,000
square feet in the SUBexpansion two years ago.

On Eighth Street, the
textbook shipments
are
delivered,
unpacked,
repackaged and transported to the Bookstore, a process that nearly doubles
labor costs.
In hopes of relieving that
situation Barmes is putting
money aside for future
expansion with each year's
budget. ''Three years from
now we won't be able to
function in this space," he
said.
There is a bright side for
students
who
have
.nowhere else to shop for
their textbooks. Barmes
said BSU students should
feel fortunate, because the
Bookstore handles more
used books than most. other
university bookstores.
But in order to get those
books students have to
shop early, according to
Barmes.
Go
to
the
Bookstore in early August
for fall textbooks and early .
in January
for spring
semester, he said. Students
who do not
will be
doomed to wait in line and
settle for what they get.

fSl Vi~oo;tTrrftsto~el
(201 W. Boise Ave) "
: $2.00 off any $10.00 or more
purchase with this ad. ,
I
Hrs gam - 6pm M-F . i
I
gam - 5pm Sat
.
L
-
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I
I
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Valuable Coupon

Riverview Ex

On The 1st Floor, SCience/Education

~'ie~

Soon- To-Ie-Famous

.Fin erSte ts!

Broadway Park
5 Mile & Fairvtew
~0366 Faii'yiew Ave.. 216SBroadway
342-ROSE
376-ROSE

Roses Startirt!J

'at $9.99 .a dozen

Bldng

An Order Of Our

I

\tJ11d Through september 20, 1993.
Not Valid WIth AnV other Offer.
Cosh Value 1/20 Of One cent.

Are you sleeping
with someone
to die for?
The Person you're sleeping with could have a sexually
transmitted disease. Even AID5.lf you're not ucto date
on how to protect yourself, you could be making a date.
with death.
It's not our intention to scare you. What we wantto
do is help. We sincerely care about you. We're sensitive, .
understanding and professional. We're also very affordable andeverything is confidential.
'.'
You can talk to us about anything and get straight answers. Our
Extensive range of services: safer sex education, testing
,
and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, and more.
To be honest, abstinence is the only sure protection.
But we're not going to tell you. how to lead your life. We
just want to offer you the best reproductive health care
you can get.
Make the smart choice. Come to Planned
Parenthood •.

For an appointment,

lRE
BOOKSTORE
II!b
Boise State University

HOURS: MON &TIJES 8-7, WED-FRI 8-5, SAT 1005

'.

call 345 - 0760

(gJ Planned Parenthood"
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a
k s coking
ebut at business fair

Selland. retires
after seven veers
'Dawn Kramer
Bdltor-In-Chief

Adam Rush
Staff Writer
New Business Dean
William Ruud demonstrated economic principles last
week by meeting the students' demands for food
with a supply of hot dogs at
a business fair in front of
the Business Building.
Ruud is one of 33 new
members of the BSU faculty
this year. He said he used
the business fair, held
Friday, Sept. 3, to acquaint
himself with students and
faculty in the College of
Business.
"This fair is part of the
student community," Ruud
said. His job was grilling
hot dogs for students during the fair..
ASBSU Vice President
Brent Hunter commended
Alpha Kappa Psi for organizing the business fair in
cooperation
with
the
College of Business.
Alpha Kappa Psi was
one of 11 business clubs
that promoted their organizations during the fair.
Ruud hopes to see the
College of Business interact
with the community in
much the same way as he
has interacted with business majors.
"Integrating 'ourselves
into the growth of the city
is important to us," he said.
Ruud emphasized the
importance of a positive
interaction between students and faculty and the
community surrounding
the BSUcampus.
"I want to do some
things to show the Business
College off and make sure
the curriculum involves the
community," Ruud said.
Boise Mayor Brent Coles
made an appearance to
show support
for the

ArbfterlMeghan

Cro ..

Departments gain new heads.
William Ruud, who came to BSU from Toledo, Ohio,
took over the business dean's chair this fall. 'He is one
of three first-year department heads who are all new to
BSUthis year.
Social Work Department Chairman Mark Lusk, formerly the chairman of the Social Work Department of
the University of Wyoming, also emphasizes the cooperation of university and community.
"We are committed to helping meet community and
state human services needs as part of our mission,"
Lusk said.

''We will continue to work closely with both state
government and private agencies to address Idaho's
family and community problems," he said.
.
Ma. Robert Lentz stepped in as chairman of the
Military Science Department in June. He was previously
stationed in Fort Lewis, Wash.
College of Business.
"We want to bring the
city and the business community together. Boise State
University is a tremendous
resource for our community," Coles said.
.

' 'J

Larry Selland'

.

,0'

Bill Ruud explains supply and demand to ASBSU
Vice President Brent Hunter as he offers Cathy
Simnit a hot dog.

career at BSU in 1985 as
dean of the School of
Vocatiortal Technical
Education.
Early this
summer, the State Board
of Education voted to
honor him by naming a
building
on campus
after him. The College
of Technology is now
the
Larry
Selland
College of Technology.
Selland became executive vice president in
1987.
"Words are inadequa te to express the
university's
gratitude
for the selfless dedication and service he has'
given Boise State since
he arrived seven years
ago," said Ruch.
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THAT'S HOW MUCH YOU CAN
" EARN FOR COLLEGE ~ .
,IN THE GUARDI.
.J!'

.DONT MISS OUT ON
THIS TOPSELLERI
Reg. $8.99' ,

'NOW $5.24
SAVING YOU $3.75
TOP SELLlNGPA~ER;ACKS

25% OFF

"liE BOOKSfORE
I1JiJBoise State University

HOURS: MON &TUESS~7, WED-FRIS.:.s,SAT 10-5
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Executive vice president Larry
Selland
, stepped, down from his '
post this summer due to
health concerns.
Selland's bout with
cancer prompted
his
decision' to leave his
post at BSU~
Selland held the post
of acting president of
the university from the
time of thc Hrtng of
[ohn Keiser 'in 1991
until current President
Charles Ruch came on
board in January.
Several times during
the search for a presidential replacement,
Selland was asked to
take on the position
permanently.
He
turned it down in part
due to his struggle with
cancer.
"It is an understatement to state that we
will miss him very
much," said Ruch in a
memo to faculty and
staff.
.
Daryl Jones, arts and
sciences dean, stepped
in as executive
vice
president on an interim
basis until areplacement can be found ..
Later this fall a national
search 'rill begin.
Selland began his

ro'
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The benefits of being a member of the Idaho
Army National Guard reallyadd"up!'With the.cash.
Enlistment Bonus, MontgomeryG ..Cl. SiH, Student.
Loan repayment Program, '
and prill, payircantotal
more than$30,OQ'for your
~:: college or vo-tech.educationl
~t9"
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'Tofilldout
more
call Mike Redmond
at'389 • MIKE
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K 10 heads off campus,
Library, station benefit
Kevin Whitesides
Staff Writer
KAID TV Channel
4,
Boise's public broadcasting
station, has begun to vacate
on-campus location after a
request byBSU representatives.
'
.
The move will facilitate
continuation
of the library
construction
project and
accommodate
the rapidlyincreasing student population.
"
-"It is a win-win situation,"
said KAID station manager
Lynn Allen~ The old office '
was not setup for the 'naturally progressive expansion
of their operation, she .said.
The, new building is much
more suited to their specific
needs, she said.
. .
Allen also said the univer-·
sity has been cooperative in
assisting
them, offering
whatever is needed to help
the station's
move go as
smoothly as possible.
'
'
Representatives
of BSU '
and KAID targeted Oct. 1 for
the completion of the move.
The new station offices:
will be in the former Central
District Health Department
building located on Orchard
Street near Fairview Ave.
KAID will occuPy the 'first
level of the building and part
of, the second, and a wing
added for the station's purposes.
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ONE COURSE

TRATCOULD CRANGE
THE 'COURSE

OF YOUR LIFE.

ArbltarlBrlan

Becker

Look forward to the future with confidence. Enroll
in Army ROTC. an elective that's different from any
other college course. ROTC offers hands-on training.
Training that gives you experience
and helps build
character, self-confidence,
and management
skills.
All the credentials employers look for.
Army ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and requires about four hours per
week. It will put your life on a whole new course.
Take ~
101: Introduction to Military Science.
One credit hour, no military obligation. Call Captain
'Ibm Wock at 385-3500.

Peter Morrill, assistant general manager of KAID,
prepares for the big move to an off campus location.
The services offered to
BSU students in the past,
including internships
and
televised classes, will not be
affected by the move.
The space vacated by

~

•

!llI!IP"' .....

~--~-...,..--~--------------------------

KAID will be utilized by the
College of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs, now
located on the 7th floor of the
Education Building, said Vic
Hosford, university architect.

.. ',

ARMY ROTC
TRE SMAKl'EST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

.....

.With this, yoU . With these, yoU
can save for years. can save right now:
r~{~~">&..vr~1"n\\\
k"~'~""'imm
i~!\

Ap£le MacinJosh
Cclor Classic 4/80, Built-in 10" c;o,lor
Monitor and Apple Keyboard ll. 1999

ThaI penny Jar on your dresser

Now,you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh" personal computers. Youcan also get special student fInancing with the,
Apple' Computer Loan' - to make owning a Mac" even easier.1b see

1
Juu Boise State" University'

Apple Power Book 'M 145B 4/fXJ.
, Built-in Keyboard & Id' BackJiJ
SI/per Twist Monochrome Display.

$1349

Apple Macintosh
Apple Basic Colpr Monitor
& Apple Keyboard u $1299

Le lll4/ilJ,

just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students 'choose. The power of Macintosh, The power to be your best: (I

Store Hours:
Monday and Tuesday- 8-7
Wednesday - Friday ,8-5
,
Saturday 10~5 '

..
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Busy construeti n eli at
stymies expansion at BSU
Jon Wroten
Staff Writer
The climate of growth in
the Boise area has complicated some BSU construction projects.
The, constructiori
of
University'
Village
Apartments
was 'delayed
after the project received a
low bid from contractors
$700,000 more than the state
was willing to pay. The university planned
to break
ground on construction of
the 61-unit complex this·
month.
According
to Richard
McKinnon,
director
of
Student Residential
Life,
university
architects
are
currently redesigning
the
project to meet budget constraints. They plan to submit the project to the bidding market in January or
February, he said.
BSU is caught in a causeeffect problem originating
with
the
tremendous
demand for new buildings
in the community.
That
demand has engendered an
"absolutely awful bidding
climate," said BSU associate
architect Dave Cooper.
"They [the contractors]
don't care if they get the job
or not," said Cooper.
BSU construction
woes,
complicated
by growth in
the community, weigh on the
minds of university architects in planning the con-

Who's who
nominations
being taken
Nominations
are now
being accepted for Who's
Who Among Students
in
American Universities and
Colleges.
Selection
is open to
juniors, seniors and graduates on college campuses
. across the country.
. Student organizations,
departments,
schools and
colleges may nominate individuals.
Nominations
should be
submitted no later than Oct.
1 to either the office of the
vice president for Student
Affairs or Student Activities
in the Student Union.

JOBS
The Best in ToWn!

-~~
~.
~'GREAt
PLACE ~ WORKIII
*PS,t-tlme ovenlngs
* Work close to home
• Above average earnings
• Exceptional advancement
opportunities .... . '.
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
BulJdlng

Mullenance W1Ih Pride

·336-7131

struction of another university project, a new day-care
center for children of BSU
students, faculty and staff.
The anticipated unveiling
date of the center is the
spring of 1995, but the new
center-no
matter when it
opens-will
open at full
capacity, according to BSU
Child Care Center director
Judy Failor. Currently, parents are forced to reserve a
spot in the day-care center
for their children more than
a year in advance.
....
"That's where our frustration is right now," said
Failor. The current center
accommodates
60 children
at a time, with a total of 80
parentsexacting its services.
More than 30 parents have
been added to the waiting
list in the past month.
A day-care center that

.•
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RE
. Store Hours
Mon&Tues 8-7
Wed-Frt 8-5

could care for 200 children
was originally proposed by
Failor. Due to site, budget
and staffing constraints,
however, a center that cares
for 150 children was considered optimum by university
architects.
"[A center of] 150 is a
nice-sized
center,"
said
Failor. But constructing
a
new center serving less than
150 . children
would· be
impractical, she said.
The renovation
of the
Morrison and Driscoll residence
halls
was
also
delayed, as supply companies based in the East were
forced to wait for Midwest
flooding to subside before
hauling supplies to the West.

News
Editor
Hansen contributed
story.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
If you're looking for a job
on campus that combines a
progressive pay plan, training,
and maybe even a career,
check out these job openings
at BSU Radio:

• Audio Engineers
• Business Assistants

.

BSU Radio is one of the
fastest growing public radio
.networks in the country, and is
quickly gaining a national reputatlon for outstandinq programming--with staffing. that relies
primarily on top-quality, students.

If you meet these qualifications ..•

- BSU student with amlnimurn 2.67 G.P.A.
- Freshmen welcome with high school G.P.A~of 3.0
- Strong communication skills
- Desire to work with a high-intensity broadcast team.

Pick up an application form today!'
Application forms available at BSU Radio, Rm. 213,
.Simplot-Micron Instructional Technology Center .
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intr duces offie rs,
mes new members

EXPO·
Come

CELEBRATE

David Boothby
News Writer
Food, fun, and friendship
marked the back-to-school
picnic held last week by the
Orgariizaci6n de Estudiantes
Latino-Americanos in Julia
Davis Park.
After feasting on tacos,
burritos, and chips and salsa,
some members took part in a
loud and lively game of volleyball.
.
Nearby, about 20 other
members engaged in a dis- ,
jointed form of soccer.
Without goals or welldefined teams, the game proUnidentified members of OELA add to their kickvided more comic relief than
off picnic festivities by breaking out the
competition.
Other members. sat on the
soccer ball.
grass, gaining new friends,
renewing old friendships
and trading stories of their
summer adventures.
OELA president Criselda
De La Cruz introduced this
year's
officers
and
announced that the first
organizational meeting will
be held Thursday, Sept. 9 at
5:30p.m. Members will meet
every Thursday at the same
time.
.
"We sponsor and participate in many events and
activities throughout the
year," said De La Cruz.
"This one's just for fun,
and to welcome our new
members," she said.
.
De La Cruz cited several
upcoming events, including
FIesta AztIan, to be.held at
The Grove Sept. 18, where
the Folklore Dancers of BSU
will perform.
.
not '.::;t;J:,. It-.,n
In November, OELA will
participate in Into the.Streets,
a BSU volunteer p~ogram.
They will work \\TUhlocal
schools to help clean up the
migrant labor camps in
Nampa and Caldwell. .
In addition; work- will
begin soon on the plans for
the end-of-year
festival
marking the Mexican holiday
Cinco de Mayo.
-4

Learning With' Us!
September 15th & 16~h
Demos On:
oWordPerfect
oSharp
oApple

0 Microsoft

oTexas Instruments
0 IBM'

FREE
DRAWINGS
PRIZES,

DETAILS NEXT WEEK!

lRE
BOOKSTORE,'
Ittu Boise State University
.'
HOURS: MON &TUES 8-7, ~D-FRI

8-5, SAT 10-5

•

Staff member
authors manual
Diane Clayton, an associate in BSU's Data Center, has
co-authored a reference book
for WordPerfect 6.0 users.
The
book,
titled
"WordPerfect
6.0 Super
Book," was puqlished
recently
by
SAMS
Publishing. SAMS is a division of Prentice
Hall
Computer Publishing, which
is based in Carmel, Ind.
"The "Super Book" is written for non-technical users.
A complete
guide to
installing and configuring
WordPerfect 6.0, it. is a colorful text that includes sample
screen shots and guided
exercises. Clayton wrote 11
chapters for the book and
produced a sample document featured on the accompanying
.. SuperDisk.
Fourteen other experts also
contributed to the book.
Clayton is a WordPerfectcertified instructor and has
been a WordPerfect user
since 1987.
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Off-campus classes help
students avoid class crowds
Corky Hansen
News Editor

I.

. Off-eampus students are
not the only ones to benefit
from off-campus classes.
With
each
passing
semester, more full-time students attend .off-carnpus
classes
offered
by BSU
Continuing
Education
at
Cowen Field, Centennial
High School and the university's
Canyon
County
Center in Nampa.
"We've got really good
enrollment in all our classes," said Kati Hays, Region
II director of Continuing
Education. Her responsibilities include supervising the
Canyon County program.
According to Hays, about
450 students attend classes
at the Canyon
County
Center, located on Caldwell
Boulevard in Nampa. An
addition to the center that
will increase its capacity by
50 percent is under way.
About
200 students
attend
night
classes
at
Centennial High School. The
locations of the classes provide BSU students who live
in West Boise and Meridian
.,with a convenient alternative to driving into campus;
said Hays.
About 45 course sections
are offered each semester at
Gowen Field to accommodate
the 450 students
enrolled in the Southwest
Boise ·Program, according to
Program
Director
Linda
Urquidi.
Roughly a third of the
student body are military.
personnel, a third are civilians who live in southwest
Boise and take a few classes
and a third are full-time BSU
students/said Urquidi.
It is difficult to estimate
how many full-time
students who attend classes at
Gowen Field would attend
classes on campus if there
were seats for them there,
Urquidi" said. It appears
Cowen Field is being used
as an annex because of the
overcrowding.
"That's just something
that happens," she said.
However,
the Ofa IIout
often has been positive.
"I love it," said first-year
nursing
student
Holly
Farnsworth
of her human
anatomy
and physiology
class at Gowen Field, which
has 24 enrolled
students.
On-campus
anatomy
and
physiology classes have well
over 100 students each.
"That isn't the way it [the
Gowen Fieldprograml
was
designed, but it's working
out great," Urquidi said.
The university
plans-:
gradually to expand its offcampus programs, but not at
thcc':pensc
of campusbased education.
"1 think they're
both
important," said Hays.
The university
should
examine the needs of the traditional and non-traditional
student in accommodating

growth, she said. "1 don't
think it's an either-or question."
Executive Vice President
David Taylor said it makes
little sense to send students
who attend some classes on
the BSU campus to take others at various sites around
Boise.
"It's just not an economy
.of time," he said.

338-5914

Boise Towne
Square Mall
377-4814

0\..3
Introducing .

President Charles Ruch is
asking the state legislature
for a new classroom building because if full-time students are fleeing the campus
to find smaller classes and
more facililities, the answer
is to beef. up on-campus
opportunities, he said
"The only future
on
[overcrowding]
is to build
facilities," Ruch said .
0

0

New Women's

Line: Spot Girl,

a~~haand
World Jungle •
Rustv· .
Billal)ong • 26
Red· Golcha •
Bleick • Platt·
Red Sand

0

help you save money
whether you live
on campus, off campus,
or somewhere
in between.

o

.0

.Choose AT&Tand save.
No matterwhere you choose to live,you can save money on your long distance phone bill
with AT&T.
On campus, we provide AT&TLOngDistance Service savings through your college or
university. Off campus.choose AT&Tas your long distance carrier and save with AT&TSavings Options.
. It's all part of The I Plan:" The personalized plan designed to fit the wayyou call.

To sign up, stop by our booth on campus or call

o

1 800 654·0471, Ext. 4119.
OI'l9HIlT
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Introducing The Student
Checking AccountDesigned Specifically'
For The Way Students Think.
Take a moment

and give

with a $500 personal line of credit', Which is a great way

thought to what you think: passing,

' to start establishing credit for your future - you

flunking, does my apartment

\.'-:--know, spouse, kids, house, two-car garage,

!

get cable?, relationships _does
he or doesn't

satellite dish, etc... Plus, when you apply and

she?, global

qualify, you'll get a free VISA Banking Card.

warming, cool checks, MTV, Is

It's a VISA card that works like a check.

grunge for me?, money, money,

And it can b~ pretty handy when you find

money, the mysterious powers of

something you really, really want and the

chocolate, willI ever own a VISA'"

place won't accept a check. Your first ten no-

card?, where's the free stuff?, that

charge transactions

ozone thing, tuition's due when?, I
need an ATM?

. usage of this card.
(Service charges may

Obviously, there's a lot

each month include

apply to some AIM

more going on in your mind than

transactions.)

your professors might think. To help
alleviate some of your concerns, First

Your First Security
Student Checking Account also includes free,

Security Bank offers a student checking

Check Safekeeping so you don't have to

account tailored to fit your uniquely

worry about canceled checks. A detailed

hectic lifestyle.

,. statement will be sent to you each

When you open a student checking account at First

month to-help you balance your

Security Bank between August 1 and October 20, 1993,
iI
you'll get a free 100% cotton

t

.~:

'l-shirt' with a cool design and

'" • .. _"

J
~.

~.

(
__ ._

account. And if you need a copy of a
particular check; we'll provide up to
'

three copies each month at no charge.

the name of your college. (And while you're

So there you have it. The First Security Bank free T-shirt, maybe

there, enter to win a 13-inch Hitachi Ty'2)

a free TV too, fifty free checks, VISA Credit Card, free VISA Student

In addition to a freeT-shirt, you'lI get a First

Banking Card, free Cash Card with 24-honr access, free Check

Security Cash Card that gives you 24-hour access.

Safekeeping, Student Checking Account. Definitely an offer worth

to your money. The card is free and allows unlimited usage at any of our
125 AIM locations in Utah and Idaho. You also get your first

thinking about.

'''''''T'···'','',·,

fifty checks free. And yon can write ten checks a month
without a service charge. Plus you can apply for your own VISA card

First Security Bank.

The only bank currently giving
110%to college students.

,

,FIrst

SecurIty
Bank®
Currently
Giving
110%.
Member
ED.I.c.

1. While supplies last. 2. Must be a college or university student to enter; no purchase necessary; drawing on October 25, 1?93. 3. Subject to application and credit approval.

.Wedriesday, September

8, 1993
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And now for- the
grumpy side
~

-

Last week The Arbiter brought to your attention a
number of things that we thought went well over
the summer. This week, we want to tell about a few
things that have made us a bit grumpy.
You may have noticed the Library. While we
applaud the university's work in expanding .facilities to accommodate a growing student population,
it would be nice ifa little more thought could have
been put into meeting the needs of the students in
. the meantime.
.
The entrance to the Library gives us our greatest
grief. The extra walk around to the back of the
Library is inconvenient, hut we can put up with
that. The poor lighting back there, however, exposes late-night students to serious danger. With
growing consciousness on campus about crime and
safety, the administration should have thought to
install adequate lighting before closing the front
entrance.
We also grieve over the placement of the book
drops, which turned the expression, "I just have to
drop this off," into, "I just have to hike around the
Library." Another book drop, placed at the southwest corner of the Library (nearest the Quad),
would be appreciated.
Of course, the Library does not mark the end of
How many people were killed
our woes. We also want to gripe about parking.
.I don't understand jourin Vietnam? About 60,000,
Only this time, we've got some new things to say.
nalists' obsession with objecright? Wrong. That's the
This year, we would like to see the students meet
tivity. As I read newspapers
number of Americans killed.
and magazines, I see bias
the administration
halfway. The deal that the'
The
total number of people
after bias carefully disguised
administration struck with the city bus system giv- .
killed is actually over 2 mil(sometimes
not
so
carefully),
ing students free rides helps students substantially.
lion. (Imagine a monument
while all the time the writers
And, from the first week's ridership figures, it
to all those peoplel) Is there
.insist
on
their
objectivity.
seems congratulations are in order. Now more stusome bias in reporting one'
Ideally, news writers
dents can do their part by busing, bicycling, or
fact instead of the other?
should only present the facts.
.Clearly there is, because 2
walking when they can (which means do it morel);
But reporters encounter too
million amounts to genoWe also think administrators should consider an'
many facts to fit in their
cide, while 60,000 sounds
increase in parking permit prices. While raising the
spaces, so they have to
bloody, but comparatively
fee is not necessarily the most fair way to discourchoose, and what they
bearable.
choose to include as fact is their
age people
parking, it is the simplest and most
I often wonder what facts
opinion.
effective. As long as parking remains cheap and
aren't
being
reported
about Somalia. I
Editors face a similar problem. More
easy, and money speaks louder than reason, stuknow that much of the violence and anarstories
come
to
editors
than
they
can
run,
dents will continue to drive.
chy was originally caused by fighting
so they have to make a choice about what
Parking and construction will continue to cause.
among Cold War pawns. SuppOsedly, the
gets printed. And what gets printed
problems for most students during the next several
Cold
War is over, and those fights don't
reflects their opinion about what constimatter. So who is this Aidid character, and
years, but those problems are a natural part of a
tutes news. ." All the news that's fit to
why do the Americans hate him so much? .'
growing university. Students stuck at BSU for a
print" should be read, "All the news someCould it be he had played along with the
while need to learn to live with it. After all, whin- . body thinks is fit to print."
Soviets, and our policy-makers now carry a
ing and complaining without talking about soluA recent example of this came up during
tions does not make a problem go away. It only
the 1992 presidential campaign. An histori- grudge? There's got to be a lot more going
on than what we have heard.
an poring over some government records
. serves to remind people of their misery.
.
Word choice can reveal bias, too. The
found some evidence that while Bush
Instead, we ask students to more calmly and quiclassic example that feminists point to is
served
in
the
Navy,
he
may
have
commitetly bear the growing pains of the university. As
the way news writers report spousal abuse.
ted a war crime. Major news magazines
long as the administration does not put unreasonconsidered running the story but rejected it Suppose one magazine reports that "one in
.able demands on students, we can make the few
five wives are battered" (I don't have actual
in part because of its potential effect on the
sacrifices that a·growing university requires of \15'
numbers, so you'll have to play along.) and
campaign (Harper's eventually picked up
..another
reports that "one in five husbands
the story). They claim there wasn't enough
beats their wives." Which models objective
The ArbiterEditorialBoardis madeup ofEditor-in-chiefDawn evidence to warrant a story, but had they
been "objective" and printed only the facts, reporting? I suppose it largely depends on
Kramer,ManagingEditor Adam Forbes,Opinion Editor Jon
Knapp,NewsEditorCorkyHansen,FeatureEditorNancyGray, they would have been safe. Or so thetheo• Knapp continued
CultureEditorMelanieDelonandSportsEditorScott Samples.
ry goes.
on page 11
What counts as fact is also at issue here.
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The Arbiter is the weekly student newspaper of BSU. Its
meager budget consists of fees paid by students of BSU,
advertising sales,and recyclingrevenue.
.
Letters to the editor should be delivered to our office by 5
p.m. Friday. Personals, messages, advice and Klosk listings
are free,but limited to no more than 50 words. Classified ads
~st 25 cents a word per week for individuals, 50 cents for
businesses. Include a phone number and send everything to
The Arbiter 1910University Drive, Boise,ID 83725. Call us
at (208)345-8204or Fax to (208)385-3198.Subscriptions are
availablefor $20per year.
The Arbiter recognizes BSU Head Football Coach Pokey
Allen as 'Biter-o-the-week. Allen deserves recognition for
pulling off his Broncodebut in Saturday's slaughter of Rhode
Island. In the Arbiter basement, we could tel! the game was
going well after the detonations above the stadium made us
think "Bosnia."
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state waul

mean

with a sheet. It looks
Your head rocks back; spittle and
as if someone spilled
blood fly from your mouth in a .
strawberry [ell-O on
gruesome shower. You can't breath.
the top of the sheet.
You struggle for air as blow after
Your knees buckle;
blow pummels your midsection.
you hear words like
"How long cari this laSt?" you cry,
"suicide," "conhoping for a pardon from the
fused," "no one to
assault. All you can see are stars
talk to," "scared,"
and faint shapes as your body _
and "gay." Welcome
slumps and falls to the ground,
to lCAdaho - no fags,
your mind embracing darkness just
please!
seconds before the final boot blow
We, as a people, as
lands on your cheek. Welcome to .
a state, and as human
lCAdaho, the Hate State.
.
You've just finished a grueling
. beings searchingfor
decency, face a neW '
day at work. All you want is to get
threat to equal rights for all. The
home before "Seinfield" and relax .
Idaho Citizens Alliance would have
with your husband and teenage
everyone believe that homosexual
son, quality family time for a
acts (be they committed by homo. . change. As you round the corner to
sexuals, bisexuals, transgender peryour house, you see the lights, hear
sons or persons unsure of their sexthe sirens. Your mouth dries up; a
ual orientation) threaten each and
bitter acidic taste forms. You step
every red-blooded, God-fearing,
numbly from your car, as you see
peace-loving-but-ready-to-kick-assyour husband crying on the shoulfor-apple-pie-and-Mom
person in
der of a neighbor. The coroner's '
the
United
States.
office wheels out a gurney draped

Coyote'

n ·.of rights f r II

One of the acts that
the lCA would maintain criminalization
and prosecution for
is sodomy. Yes, that's
right, the "5" word.
Sodomy. Now,
before you start getting all these ridiculous thoughts in your
head, let's see what
sodomy really is,
shall we? Sodomy is
defined as "...anal or
oral, copulation."
Waitaminnit! Did'
they say oral copulation? Yes, boys
,and girls, that means no more oral
sex! No longer can anyone "go down
on" anyone else, even in privacy with
someone you love. No more can you
share your body with your partner,
except in the manner prescribed by
the ICA, of course, because everything else is "unnatural."
"But hold on, Sean, just what is
your point?" you may be saying.

Well, lemme tell ya'. The ICA
would deny equal rights for gays
and lesbians in Idaho (and, eventu- .
ally, the whole U.S.A.). The special
rights they seek to prevent are ludicrous. Since when is marriage a special right? Since when is the right to
.... ~.
not be fired from your job or denied
housing because someone doesn't
like what you do in private a special
right? Wanting and expecting justice to be served when you are the
victim of a hate crime because you
or your friends are gay is a special
right?
The lCA posted signs at the
Western Idaho Fair that said
"Protect Our Children." From what,
may I ask? From information that
may save their lives one day? From
counseling that says it is ok to be
gay or straight, just ~e happy? From
positive guidance, regardless of sex- '
ual orientation? From the truth?
Be true to yourself, but don't be
ignorant of others.
IGNORANCE=DEATH
'"

Pr icti ns f r '93 ..941

Jerry Hendershot

Todd Sholty sees the future
and it will shock you!!
~.

This column was printed with the
permission of the Weekly World
News. " When you think news, think
Weekly World News!"
• In an unprecedented move, BSU
President Charles Ruch and head
football coach Pokey Allen will
switch jobs this fall. The new BSU
president will be addressed as Dr.
Ernest Allen, while Coach Ruch will
change his name to "Gumby."
• An ergonomics consultant will
be hired by Boise State to study
overcrowding, and will arrive at a
startling recommendation:
"Put
more Vaseline on the doorways."
• Athletic Director Gene
Bleymeier will make a surprising
announcement at a press conference,
. revealing that underneath the BSU
stadium track, the body of Jimmy
Hoffa was discovered.
• After years of careful research, it
will be announced that, with the
exception of the marching band,
there are three Boise State students
who actually know the BSU fight
song.

• Knapp continued
from page 10

·Are they "anti-gay" or "profamily?" (and just what does
"family" mean?).

whether the editor has a penis.
Less subtle examples abound
in common news stories that we
all know about. Abortion is
probably the worst case: Prolife, anti-choice, pro-death, antiabortion, pro-choice, choose life.
But the latest trouble comes
with the Idaho Citizens
Alliance's initiative campaign.
Do they want to block "special
rights" and "minority status, "
or are they denying "civil
'
rights" and "equal protection?"

The trouble with objectivity
will not be easily resolved. We
could do like the British and
have separate newspapers targeted for liberals and conservatives, and then make it dear
which bias each has. I don't
think, though, that the
American public would like _
that. Then again, why should
news writers even try to be
objective? I guess that is just
somebody's opinion, too.

• A three-year mix-up will be
revealed when Marriott announces
that the prices on all the menus actually represent pesos. Also, D.K.
Donuts will drop out of the bidding
for a new food service contract, citing
"creative differences."
• In reaction to the rising cost of
student health insurance, Boise State
will scrap the current insurance policy, opting to spend $118 per student
on gauze pads, hydrogen peroxide
and Smith Brothers cough drops.
• After nearly two full years of
planning and bureaucracy, the new
BSU child care center will name a
'new dlrcctor-e-former mayoral candidate Ron Bjorkland.

I

Todd Sholty

• Regarding the mayoral race,
candidates Brent Coles and Tracy
Andrus will visit the campus and
pretend to care about students and
student issues. Following this
appearance, biologist/candidate
Wade FrogIey will drop out of the
race after it is announced that
Frogley played little league football
with Todd Sholty 15 years ago. I will,
of course, have no comment.
• BSU's student population will
grow as over 100 international students from the University of Beirut
arrive on campus this January. When
asked why they chose Boise State, a
student will reply, "Your library
reminds me of home."
• In an effort to increase ridership,
Boise Urban Stages will announce a
new program-a
parking garage
attached to the top of the BSU shuttle
bus, making it even easier to ride.
• MystarUing breakup with Loni
Anderson will be revealed in my
soon-to-bc-published unauthorized
autobiography, "Hey Loni, pass me
that pure Florida orange juice, will
ya?'
.

(Todd Sholly is a columnist for The
Arbiter, as well as the new host for
"Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom.") ,
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several scholarships.
He is now a member
of the honors society'
and won first place
.. in the CMA Student
. Chapter Presentation
in 1992. Langan also
worked as an intern
on the Boise School
District's
Boise
. Towne Square Mall
classroom and regularly attends
the'
annual Northwest
General Contractor's
.Student Competition
as a CMA team

Nancy Gray
'Features Editor

BSU student Jeff Langan dreams
of <'. vacation that includes tropical
beaches, balmy seas and a chance to
see volcanoes erupt under water.
But Langan is just too busy-at·.
least for now;
.
. At age 27, and still a year-and-a
half from graduation, he has alreadystarted his own business, Cornerstone Construction
and Management, andis earning kudos for his
involvement in community projects
through BSU's Construcfion Man-,
agement Association.
.
,A former business major, Langan
member,
. says he was introduced to the con"Ever
since
I
struction field while growing up in . transferred into the
Caldwell.
...
[construction
man"When I was a sopho~ore in high 'agement] program,
school I was given the opportunity
it's been career leaps
to work on a construction project,"
left and right," says
he After
said. "1
loved
the work."
Langan, etected
who preswas
high
school,
Langan briefly. . recently
attended the University of Idaho
ident of the Conand then enrolled in BSU as a business major hoping to learn how to
open his own construction company.
"1 hated it," said Langan. "Then a
friend told me about the construction management program." Langan
said he enro!led almost immediately
after talking to construction managemerit chairman Marv Gabert.
Construction
management
is a
four-year program that includes
coursework
in calculus, physics,
engineering, business and construetion. Graduates receive a bachelor's
of science degree.,
About 100 students are enrolled
in construction management,.which
. is offered through 'BSU~sCollege of
Technology.
As a construction
management
major, Langan went from mediocre
grades to the dean's list and earned

struction
Management. Association
(CMA) for 1993-94.
The award-winning
CMA, a 25member group of construction management majors, was named the top
student group for 1992-93 by the
Associated General Contractors of
America.
The group lends its expertise and
skills to community projects. This
fall, the CMA will build a methods
and testing lab for BSU's construction management
program.
A
$25,000 Klinger Award from the
Associated General Contractors of
America and donations from·private
companies will help fund the project.
"The construction industry takes
care of us," says Langan.
"We do odd-jobs for money, but

•

vln in? l
Nancy Gray
Features Editor
Many university
freshmen are experiencing
the
joys of moving into their
first apartment this week.
By the time they leave in
May, several
will have
experienced
the hell of
dealing with an uncooperative landlord.
Idaho Legal Aid says
tenants who are unaware of
their
legal
rights
are
increasingly
being taken
advantage of by unscrupulous landlords.
But tenants can protect
themselves.
, According to Legal Aid,
when first moving into an
apartment
tenants should
complete a walk-through
inspection
with the landlord present. They should
write down all the apartment's defects, including
anything that was left dirty,
items to be removed and
needed repairs.
A signed 'and dated
copy of the 'inspection
should be given to the landlord. Renters can use the
inspection
when moving
out to guarantee they you
are not. charged for items on
the list.
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Jeff Langan 01 cal .... ellis this year's president 01 BSII's award·winning
Construction Management Association.
we're also able to give back to the
'community through free projects,"
he said.
Some of the most recent projects
include a ramp for physically challenged individuals at the Silver Sage
Girl Scout Council headquarters
and a small-scale relief map used by
BSU's Student Special Services to
help blind students
familiarize
themselves with the campus.
After graduation, Langan plans to
remain in the Treasure Valley. "1
want to stay here for the rest of my
life," says Langan.
Langan has gotten a big head
start on the future. Cornerstone Construction and Management is building a house in the HIghlands and
Langan and his partner Robert Feldman, a BSU construction manage-

rn b ut t

ment graduate and past CMA president, have put together plans for a
subdivision.
Langan feels the construction
management
program has given
both of them the education
they
need for their business to succeed in
the commercial market.
"It's a strict four-year degree,"
says Langan, "but the experiences
the program and the CMA give you
are invaluable."
Langan hopes to spend more time
relaxing once he graduates, but for
now he 'is' a full-time student, business partner and CMA president.
Tropical paradise and underwater
volcanoes are dreams that will just
have to wait:

nt's ri his

communities. Each commuants and work as a mediaOnce moved in, renters
person, said Kathleen Eliiot,
nity will have its own comtor in landlord-tenant
dismust notify their landlord
a Legal Aid attorney.
A
mittee and work with the
putes.
in writing when repairs are
three day eviction notice is
ITRA to improve the relaTentatively
called the
needed. If the problems are
permissible
in Idaho for
tionship between manageIdaho Tenant's Rights Assoconsidered a health'or safenon-payment of rent. A 3Dment and tenants. Individu·
ciation, the group will inity hazard, then Idaho law
day notice is allowed for
als also are welcome to join.
tially involve apartment
allows the landlord three
other types of violations or
days from notification
to
if the tenant has a' monthmake the repairs. " .,
to-month lease.
If the repairs
are not
Whatever the reason for
made within three days tenthe eviction, Elliot said tenants can sue for three times
ants should see an attorney.
the amount of actual and
When moving out, a sec~
resulting
damages,
plus
ond inspection
should be '
court costs and attorney's
completed
with the landfees.
\
lord present. The landlord
~
Also, tenants have the,
then has 30 days to return a
right to privacy without
renter's
security deposit
being harassed, and a landminus any amount to cover
lord is restricted from enterdamages
or
cleaning
ONLY
~
ing homes at any time withcharges. The landlord canout permission.
Tenants
not charge for normal wear
may call the police if they
and tear to the apartment.
feel their landlord is violatLegal Aid suggests tenADULT. SIZE XXL $10.95
ing their right to privacy.
ants contact an attorney
However, with reasonwhenever they have quesCHILD SIZE $7.95
able notification-usually
tions regarding their rights,
$1.00 FROM THE $ALE OF
24 hours-a
landlord can
warning
that there are
EACHSHIRT WILL BE
enter any apartme~t to do
fewer laws in Idaho to proDONATED TO THE BSU
repairs.
A 'landlord
also
tect tenants than in many
ATHlETIC SCHOLARSHIP
FUND
. may enter to show the
states.
apartment
to prospective
Currently
anorganizatenants,
or in case of an
tion is being formed to help
MonClaV- TumdaV e«lo.m. • 7mp,m
w~FddoV emo.m" 5mp.m.
emergency.
tenants increase their barscm.ClOY 10«lo.m"
5:1Xip.m. .
. Because of Boise's tight {(gaining power in dealing
Phone" (208)~3000/36S-3811
'
Fax" (208) 3M-3«l1
housing market, landlords'
with landlords
and the
are rnore willing to evict
courts. The group hopes to
N usm KICKOFF nME FOR HOME FOOTBAll GAMES
tenants for minor lease vio-. lobby the legislature
for
lations or to rent to another
better laws to protect ten-

$8.95 ~
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Melanie Delon
Culture Editor
Paintbrushes,
canvas, sculpting
chisels,
and
instruments
take
over
oJ u I i a
Davis
Park

a s
the

Saturday
is
39th annual Art
packed full of fesin the Park gets
Beaux Arts Societe's tivities with perunder way Friformances
by
Children's Art
day, Sept. 10.
Dance Force at
Festival offers many . 11:30 a.m, and the
More
than
225 Northwestchildren's activities •. Oinkari Basque
ern artists bring
Dancers at 12:30
goods for disp.m" Nejwah's Mideastern
Dance
play and sale this weekend. The
Troupe will also perform at 2:45 p.m. -'('.
three-day event, sponsored by the
A wide variety of music will
Boise Art Museum, will include potdelight your ears as blues veterans
tery, wood, toys, clothing, paintings,
The Hoochie Coochie Men and Fat
sculpture, jewelry, and more.
John and The Three Slims perform
The event traditionally
draws
at 1:45 p.m. and 3:45 p.m. Southcrowds of thousands and features
western beats will fill the air at 4:45
something for everyone's tastes; The
p.m. with live music by the Marikickoff day includes a performance
achi Juvenil. Rock 'n' roll by Felt
by local blues. diva Kathy Miller in
Neighbor will wrap up the evening
the Sculpture Garden Cafe.
at 6:45.
The cafe this year offers its own
"Pops in the Park" by the Boise
Art 1n The Park Ale, along with
Philharmonic will bring the tradiother beers, wine, soft
tional end to the Art In the Park celdrinks and gourmet
ebration at 4 p.mon Sunday. Earlier
food. All the food and
Sunday performances include music
frothy beverages will
by Tauge and Faulkner, D. Hisel and &.:
be prepared
by the
Tablerock
Brewpub
Rodney Dyer, The Tourists and
and GriU.
onomatopoete.
Children also have
. To reduce traffic and parking
plenty of things to do
problems, free shuttle buses will
at Art in the Park.
travel back and forth between
Beaux "Arts Societe's
marked parking areas on Saturday
. Children's Art Festiand Sunday from 11 a.m. to 6:30 '4~
val offers activities in
p.m.
cookie
decorating,
Admission to the Boise Art Musejewelry
designing,
um is half price during Art In the
face painting
and
Park. Currently
on display are
other festivities. The
North American Indian Paintings
Children's Art Festiby George'Catlin, Oversize Still Life:
. val will. run from 10
. Selections from the Glenn C. [anss
a.m, to 6 p.m. on SatCollection of American Realism,
urday and Sunday
and Selections from the Permanent
under
a parachute
Collection: James Castle Drawings.
pavilion.
.'
o
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JudyCanoll
Culture Writer
Every Sunday night at Tom
Grainey's is freeaom:
Boi
Howdy's freedom to play
whatever,
whenever, 'and
however" they want. That.
freedom
makes
them a
unique musical experience in
Boise.
'13oiHowdy is a vibe, not a
band," says guitarist Kenny
Davis.
For the last two years, Boi
Howdy musicians, originatAtblerlShawna HarwI
.ing from differentban~s
around town, have left their
Dol Howdy members come. from many different bands, with one goal - fun.
. places of regular emplO}'lI\en~
Aretha Franklin," says Davis,
at least one night a week to
Boi Howdy isin a ca~ry
Boi Howdy goes with the
describing jhe deciSIon-makjam with fellow local musiof its own because the iiillumoment and never plays anying process for their song
cians. They play music of
ences and taste in the·music
thing the same way twice.
choices.
their choice without the usual
are as varied as the band
The focus is the music, not the
CompOSing
originals
is
members. Coyle says they
limitatiOns of a cover band.
~tions
of the audience,.
something BOl Howdy says
The core members include
play everything from Crealthough
vocalist Wayne
Curt Gonion from Redstone,
dence Clearwater Revival to .. they are considering when
Coyle says there have been
they have time, but their first
H. Emerson Zackery from
the Spin Doctors.
many magical nights when
riority is k ..
their time
"One day I might wake up
Blues Section, Kenny Davis
the audience was cfefiniteIyin
~
BOiHo:r!oesn't
want
and Wayne Coyle £roIn.R~
.
and say, hey, I want to play
sYI;\cwith the band, go~ng
to play together so much that
Queensryche,
or Toto, or
and the Agents~ and NIck
with the energy of the mUSIC.
from Chicken Cordon Blues.
j

they get tired' of each other.
That would take away from..
:
what they are all about, says "
Coyle .. '.
.
:'There's npthing to bitch
about. If lOU whine in this
gig, you re out, and I've.
found nothing
to whine
.
about. The players are great,
the music is great, the breaks
are great; What do I have to
cry about?" says Zackery,
. Misund~rstandings
...4.:'\
between BOl Howdy and'
..
other
musicians
have
occurred under the belief that
Sunday
night
at Tom
Grainey's was open mic
night. Although there are
musicians who have been
invited to play, it is Boi
Howdy's decision who takes'
thestage. . .
.
"Drink, up, have fun, and
leave any negative attitudes at . .
the door," say the members of
Boi Howdy, as do other musidans and their loyal fans who
come down and listen oil
Sunday nights despite Monday work sChedules.
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MUSIC
Blues Bouquet
345-6605.
1010
Main.
Doors
open
Monday-Saturday, 9 p.m.-2 a.m,
Sept. 10: The Grand Opening!
featuring The Hoochie Coochie
Men and Chicken Cordon Blues
Band. Opening night proceeds
will benefit the Hull's Gulch
Nature Preservation Trust.

Liner

" Notes"

Braval 385-1223. Sponsored
by Student Activities. Located
on the first floor of the Student
Union. Admission is free. AIl
shows begin at 7:30 p.m. Sept.
10: David Harris.
The Cactus Bar 342-9732.
517 W. Main. Doors open at 9
p.m. Ages 21 and over. Mondays
and Thursdays
are open mic
nights.

r.o

Crazy Horse 384-9330.1519
W. Main. AIl ages welcome. AIl
events are $5 at the door. Sept.
10: Hard-Ons (from Australia),
Caustic
Resin
and
Big
Mudwagon.
Sept. 11: Sleep
Capsule (from Seattle), Bone
,Flower and Sundog 68.
Dino's
345-2295. 4802 W.
Emerald. Doors open MondaySaturday at 9 p.m. Ages 21 and
over. Sept. 7-8: Kry Mercy.
Grainey's
Basement
3452955.107 S. 6th. Open 8:30 p.m.-2
a.m, Ages 21 and over. Sept. 811: King Pan,cake.

I..;JL

Hannah's
345-7557. 621 W.
Ma~n. Doors open at 3 p.m. on
. weekdays,
5 p.m: weekends.

S. 6th. Open 9:30 p.m.·2 a.rn.
Ages 21 and over. Sunday
night features rock n' roIl
with
Boi
Howdy.
Monday night is blues
night featuring Chicken
Cordon Blues. Tuesday
night is jazz night fea'1\'
turing
Opus
Pocus
from 8:30 p.m.vclose.
Sept. 8-'11: Whipping
Boy.'
.

SPB

Ages 21
and over.
Wednesday
nights
are
ladies'
nights.
Tuesday nights feature acoustic
duo Gemini.
Wednesday-Saturday live music
by Secret Agents.
Koffee
S. 8th. 18
No cover
ensemble
Slccstacks.

Klatsch 345-0452.409
and over after 9 p,m.
charge. Sept. 9: Jazz
Equinox. Sept. 10-11:

Lock, Stock N' Barrel 3859060. 4705 Emerald. Open 8
p.m.- midnight.
Ages 21 and
over. Tuesday-Saturday:
Tauge
& Faulkner.
Pengilly's
345-6344. 513 W.
Main. Ages 21 and over. Every
Monday night is acoustic jam
night featuring John Hansen.
Sept. 8-11: John Hansen.

CASIO FX·115

ONLY·$17.89

Tom Grainey's

345-2505. 109

Over Exposure V 3853655.·
Sponsored
by
Student Programs Board.
Donations
accepted.
Exposure starts at,9 p.m. on
the north side of the Special
Events Center. Sept. 10: live
music by Whipping Boy and '
The Blues Brothers at 10:30 p.m.

RECITAL
Faculty Artist Series 385-3980.
Sponsored by the BsU department of music. AIl recitals held
in the Morrison Center Recital
Hall. Admission is $4 general, $2
seniors, and free to BSU students, faculty, and staff. Sept. 910: Del Parkinson at 7:30 p.m.

THEATER
Between Pictures: The Nell
Shipman
Story
345-9858.
Sponsored
by the
Idaho
Historical Museum. Admission
is $6.50 general, $5 seniors in
advance or at the door. The
show starring
Idaho actress
Jenny Sternling will-run Sept.
16-18 at 8 p.m. and Sept. 19 at 2,
p.m.

Carol Channing
343-6567.
Sponsored by IJA productions
Inc. Tickets are $26, $29, and
$38.50 at Select-a-Seat locations.
The show begins at 8 p.m. in the
Morrison Center on Sept. 11.
Idaho Sh~kespeare Festival
336-9221. Off Park Center
Boulevard. Tickets are $9"$P.sO
and $9 for preview' shows at
Select-a-Seat. Student tickets are
half price Sept. 10-11, and 17-18
, at the door with BSU ID card.
The featured show is A Comedy

of Errors.
Inherit The Wind 344-5243.
Sponsored by the BSU ACLU .
Club and Idaho chapter of
ACLU. TIckets are $10 at Selecta-Seat, $5 (orBSU students. The
. drama begins at 8 p.m. in the
Special Events Center on Sept.
10-11,16-17, and 24-25.

ART
Art In The Park 345-8330.
Julia Davis Park. Sponsored by
the
Boise
Art
Museum.
Admission is free. The event featuring art and entertainment
will be Sept. 10 from noon-S
p.m., Sept. 11 from 10 a.m.-8 '
p.m., and Sept. 12 from 10 a.m.-6
p.m.
North
American
Indian
Paintings by George Catlin 3458330.
670 Julia Davis Drive
Sponsored
by the Boise Art
Museum. Museum hours arc 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday-Friday and

noon-S p.m. Saturday
and
,Sunday.Admission
is $3 gener- '
, aI, $2 students and seniors, $1
school age children, and 5 and
under are free. Catlin's exhibit
will run Aug. 28-0ct. 24. Also
featured
through
Oct. 24:
Oversize Still Life: Selections
from the Glenn
C. janss
Collection
of
American
Realism and Selections from
the Permanent
Collection:
James Castle Drawings. '
North west
Invi,ational
Exhibit 385-1310. Located in
BSU Gallery I in the Liberal Arts
Building. Sponsored by the BSU
department of art. Admission is
free. The display featuring contemporary
Northwest artists
wiIl run Sept.l0-0ct. 8.

MISe.
Brown Bag Series 334-2120.
610 N. Julia pavis .Drive.
Sponsored
by the. Idaho
. Historical Museum. $1 donation
is requested. The programs is
noon-l p.m. Sept. 7:, "His Hand
on My Shoulder" by author-Don
Samuelson.
Day On The Diamond I 3364770. Sponsored by Pirate Radio
Power 100. Tickets are $8 in
advance, $10 at the gate. Live
music by Dirtboy, Butterfly
Train, Deep Down Trauma
Hounds,
The HeBe JeBeez,
Ritual
Bliss,
Midline.
and
Whipping Boy. The event will
begin at noon Sept. 12 in
Hawk's Memorial Stadium.

Compiled by Culture Writer Judy Carroll
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irate r
, And it came to pass asI _
jO\imeyed back from the ,
land of Nampa that my ears
would, discover a great gift
bestowed on the people of
the land: The return of
PIRATE RADIO POWER

100.
Yes, they're back, and I
can't tell you how happy
that makes me. I love a Led
Zeppelin tune just as much
as the next guy, but after a
long summer of listening to
classic rock, feasting on the
.rock of our generation felt
great .
Power 100 is the only
modem music station with
enough gilts to play bands
like Metallica, White
, , Zombie, 'Alice In Chains,
and Stone Temple Pilots on
heavy rotation.
Of course there is the

s

rn ti

noon to 7 p.m. in Hawks
.
97 has great
matter of the
Wh
en
It
stuff
such
as
Memorial Stadium and feaother modture local bands Dirtboy,
comes to the' Floyd Fix,
ern station,
Butterfly Train, Deep Down
Magic 93.1. I
tunes of today, Get the Led
Trauma Hounds, The HeBe
Out, and
don't find
Power 100 has " Seedy Side
leBeez, Ritual Bliss, Midline
them so
and Whipping Boy.
magic. They
what it takes.' Sunday.
However,
Tickets for the event,
Say: "At
when it
which is expected to draw a
least we
comes to the
have a trans'crowd of around 1,000, are
unless they
tunes
of
today,
Power
100
mitter in
$8 in advance and $10 at the
were coming
has what ittakes, They have
town." Yes
gate. Power 100 'l-shirts,
to Boise.
excellent 24-hour programthey do, but
Then listenand other items will be
ming, hot shows such as
what good is it
erswould be
available.
Power Metal, and some of
if all they
able to enjoy
My parting words to all
the best DJ's in Idaho.
transmit is re-mixed generic
'a whole week of Metallicafor this week: "Buy tickets
. To show you these rookTop 40 rap/pop songs?
that's not very honest.
.
for Day on the Diamond I,
ies mean business, Power
, How long can you listen
1105 and Rock 97 are
take some friends, support
100 is sponsoring Dayan
to a station that plays bands ' great stations if you love the
the local bands, and listen
the
Diamond
I
on
Sept.
12.
who use the same -drum
classic rock aspect of radio.
to Pirate Radio Power 100."
The event will run from
machine beat, bass line, and
1-105 blends past and presenseless lyrics? Magic 93.1
sent music for your enjoywould never have the guts
ment, plus they have the
BOISE
STATE
UNIVERSITY·
STUDENT
UNION
to play Metallica's thrash
ever-so-popular Spike and
songs with any frequency
Brian morning show. Rock

, PEER ADVISOR POSITION
AVAILABLE

clothes
for
people

SEjlT. 10, DAvid H.wlis (ORiljiNAl Aoousrlc)
SEjlT. 17, tiNdAlI (CoMEMpoRY Folk)

Pick up Application in
Math/Geology Building Room 105
Paid Position and Credit

SEjlT. 24, Bl\ck l>iAwNd (ACOUSTic AdulT A1IIRNAJivE)'
00. 1, Rival (CoMOlpOIlY folk Rock)

open m-s 11-6, sun 12-5
113n. 11th st~-336-~034

wms, web II. lAvA ullt lDUNds nlWl'f of dl£
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I!Ib Boise State University
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virtually begging [to get
in]," said English professor
Sherry Maguire of her night
course in western
world
literature.
"To add any more large
sections at this time would
be almost impossible right
now," said Christensen.
What should the students
do who were not able to get
into a section of a required
core class, like English 101?
"That's the problem,"
Yunker said. Her staff finds
it difficult to place students
into the .sections they need
to make normal progress
toward graduation.
"1 think there is a real
space problem," said James
Long, chairman
of the
biology department.
He said the department
has not been able to find
spots for students who need
anatomy and physiology,
although
more than 600
already are enrolled in four
on-campus
sections.
The
class, Zl11, is an Area III
core course and is a common
science prerequisite.
"1 think departments
have to continue to evaluate
where they're using their
resources," Long said.

students' progress toward a
degree," said David Taylor,
vice-president
for student
affairs.
"I'm stillwuggling
with
that issue [the dilficuIty of

getting
into the classes
needed to earn a. degree],"
said a senior finance major
who asked that her name
not be used. "1 love BSU,
but. I'm frustrated
this
semester," she said.

(.o~

We pay top dollar for all boots
whethe.r they are used on
campus o·r not.

\0\

PH. 34S-S688

",L.•_-

.V"7

MUST BE CURRENT

TUESDAY: $1 MARGARITAS FOR
ALL
WEDNESDAY: ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAG,HETTI $3.95
THURSDAY: ALL YOU CAN EAT
BBQ RIBS $6.95

EDITIONS

Bring them to ..,

THE BOOKSTORE
EDERYDRY
1Ft!
IOOKsrORE
Iirb Boise State University .

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS AND FACULTY

STORE HOURS:MON&TUES S-7,WED-FRIS-5, SAT 10-5

In addition
to the
dep,artments'efforts
to
allocate resources to heavilyrequested
classes,
university administrators
asked the state legislature to
allocate $6.4 million from
the state permanent building
fund for a general classroom
and laboratory facility.
In the meantime,
it is
becoming
common
for
students to delay graduation
for an extra semester-or
an
extra year.
"It's getting to the point
where it's costing students
time and money,"
Long
said.
Despite the problems,
Long
of
the
biology
department
said
the
administration
is doing the
best they can to minimize
the impact of overcrowding
on students,
"The university certainly
does not want to slow down

8,1993

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPEl\1SIVE,TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENt ..

T

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five. thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
orne to take advantage of tax-deferral.
orne for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just $100 ainonth at
age thirty, you can accumulate $172,109*
by the timeyou reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to setaside
$219 amonth to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible-with
flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Start plRnnino your futllre. Crdl our EnroUmentHotline

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"
.

1800 842-2888.
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Mark E. Woodall
Sports Writer
The BSU football team
got a passing. grade in its
first test under new head
coach Pokey Allen, rocking
Rhode Island 31-10 in the
season
opener
last
Saturday.
Still, the team didn't.
receive high marks from
Allen.
"I thought we could
have been a lot more'
polished. I'd give us a C for
the game," Allen said after
the game.
The Broncos may not
have been polished but
they got the job done.
Boise State. offensive
coordinator Alan Borges'
pro-style offense started to
shine on the Broncos'
second possession of the
game.
Brandon·
Ferguson
scored from the one to put
the Broncos up early 7-0
with Danny Weeks' extrapoint conversion.
'
The Bronco defense set
the tempo early in the game,
.allowing Rhode Island only
one first down in their first
five possessions. '

s

ArbherlScott Riven

BSU running back Brandon Ferguson, 35, turns the corner on a run a~ainst
Rhode 1~landlast Saturday. Ferguson scored two touchdowns on the day.
"I feit like we were in
control the whole time"
defensive .tackle Chris
Shepherd said,
Shepherd, Greg Sabala,
Stefan Reid, Kimo von
Oelhoffen and Puni Alefaio
all combined to sack the
Rhode Island quarterback
five times.'

ik rs tok

Layne Hansen
Sports Writer
The BSU volleyball team started
off its season with its first four
games at Bronco Gym, so BoiseState
capitalized on the home court
advantage and won all but one of
them.
.
The Broncos won two ou t of
three matches in the BSU Labor Day
Classic last weekend, and beat the
Utah State Aggies earlier in the
week.
.
"I'm pleased. In our first week;
we are 3-1," BSU head coach
Darlene Bailey said.
.
The Broncos opened the season
with a 15-4,15-11, .15-9 win against
Utah State last Wednesday, with
Melissa Dahl leading the team with
18 kills, 14 digs, and four blocks.
"They (Utah State) struggled
and we were more consistent,"
Bailey said, concerning their first

The Bronco defense
played
smash-mou th
football all night, giving the
offense great field position.
Quarterback
Danny
Langsdorf, in his first start
ever for BSU, teamed up
with Jarett Hausske on a 41yard touchdown pass to
give the Broncos all they

needed with a 14-0 lead in
the second quarter.
Hausske caught three
passes, two of which were
touchdowns, for 105 yards.
"I was a little nervous,"
Langsdorf said about his
first start as a Bronco.
Langsdorf put up some
good numbers nonetheless,

ofh

dv

Scott Samples.
Sports Editor
The BSU intramural/
recreation department is
trying' something new for
this school year-s-anyone
who wants to play has to
pay...
. Traditionally,
any
student who wanted to
play intramurals could join
a team for free, as money
for 'the department carne
from student fees.

"-.-~-.---:-~-.--
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victory. But the Broncos found out
that easy victories don't come often.
In their first match of the Labor
Day Classic, BoiseState split the first
four games with Gonzaga, 15-10, lOIS, 15-10, 12-15. In the fifth set, the
Broncos came back from a 14-13
deficit for a crowd-pleasing 17-15
victory.
In their first match on Saturday,
the Broncos couldn't come up with
any dramatics, as California made it
.~quick and painless contest.
.
Cal blasted off to a 12-0 lead in
the third game and didn't look back,
kriocking off BSU 15-11, 15-6, 15-3..
. The Broncos took the loss well,
however, and bounced back against
their Big Sky Conference rival, Idaho
State.
.' The Bengals jumped out to a 12- the game: But BSU quickly took the
3 lead in the first game and went on momentum and won the game, 15-5.
The two teams then split the next
to win it 15-9. Boise State again
found themselves in a hole, allowing two games and in the fifth, the
ISU to score the first four points of Broncos broke out quickly with six

urolsc me with
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But this year things are
going to be different.
Along with the student
fees, competitors are going
to have to shell out a little
extra money.
Kevin Israel, in his
second
year' as the
1M/recreation director,
said there were two
reasons for the charge: a
high number of teams that
failed to show up for
- games last year, as well as .
a chance to make enough

-----~- - --- ------

completing 11 of 19 for 161
T
yards, no interceptions and
two touchdown passes.
Despite the big opening
win, there was some bad
news for Boise State as well.
Senior linebacker Scott
Monk was taken off the
field in an ambulance after
a violent collision with
teammate
Chris Cook.
Monk's status on the active
roster is unknown after he
was treated and released
from St. Luke's Saturday
night.
.
Other injuries were not
as severe. Kerry Lawyer
will be week-to-week with,
a.dislocated kneecap and
Tasi Autele, who suffered a
concussion, should return
soon.
The Broncos played well
enough against Rhode
Island-a squad that was 110 last year-but
need to
playa flawless game on
Saturday as they take on
Divison I and former Big
Sky rival Nevada in Reno.
'We have a long way to
go to become, a great
football team," Allen said. -e,
'We need to make that step
quickly for Reno."

straight points.
Idaho State stopped the streak
and slowed the momentum, but the
Broncos chipped away and won the
game, 15-7.

ricet

money to enhance the compete in the tennis
caliber of intramuralplay,
single's competition.
"The reason for the
Israel said he began
charge is, to help the forfeit . contemplating tacking on
problem and every cent we' fees after he attended a
make goes right back into national convention of
equipment and into the
1M/recreation directors.
games," Israel said.
When he got there he
The prices for playing
discovered
that about
vary on what the sport is. three-quarters of colleges
The fee for flag football is around the country attach
$20 per team, while fourfees to their intramural
person sand volleyball is
.ortly $5 per team and
• 1Mfees contlnued
there's no charge to
on page 18
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on bodies

been named to the starting
lineup.
.
from page 17
"My goal is to do all I can
to help the team," she said.
Kaulius, who is the most
True,
this
doesn't
Most collegiate athletes
colorful of the small group,
There are few things in
happen to everyone.
complain
about
how
said she feels it is hard for
the world more harmful to
Yet every time I go play
stringent the off-the-floor
her because she comes from
the body than summer.
basketball, players are all
rules are, but all of the girls
Most people, myself
a small Catholic school in
but falling to the ground
agree that the rules are fair,
excluded,
tend to tan
British Columbia,Canada.
and trying not to. puke.
themselves silly, which of
A' committee
that is
"The game is, like, 10
Cries of "Damn, I'm out of
course leads to skin cancer.
comprised of players only,
times quicker," she said.
shape,"
come.
from
Barbe~ues spring up li~e
makes the rules for the
Dunn and Carr, who are
people's mouths other than
weeds
In
a
backyard.
While
team.
the only Idaho natives, feel
my own.
..
barbecues have their place
"I'm fine with the rules.
at a disadvantage
because
Inside, I laugh. It hurts
in
America,
meat
is
usuallyThey make you feel that
the state doesn't have a club
too
much
to
laugh
served.'
Clogs
up the
you're part of the team,"
. volleyball program.
outwardly.
arteries.
Woodfield said.
"It's hard because I don't
Summer, that beast, has
There are all kinds of
'The .newest members of
have club experience,"
come
and
gone.
It's
hazards
involved
with
the Boise State team are also·'
Dunn said.
wreaked.
its
havoc.
No
summer. People get hit
happy with their newest
All of the girls look up to
more
poison
in our
with line drives watching
mentor, head coach Darlene
the older players because
systems.
baseball games, or sprain
when school rolls back
Bailey.
they give them a wide
The days of sitting
body
parts·
playing
around, people are out of
. "She's a good coach.
variety of advtce-e-from
.
outside,
staring
at the
volleyball
after they've
shape. All those barbecues,
She's very dominating and
volleyball to who to date
downed a six-pack or so. ,
all those beers, and all those cloudless skies are going
straight-forward,"
Neece .
away.
(which
luckily
doesn't
Summer's great. But it's
lazy days working on that
It's time for stairmasters,
exclude
reporters).
Jill said.
dangerous, baby.
tan have turned most most
. Dunn added, ''You never
time for jogging, time for
Fleming and Teri-johnson
Perhaps
the
most
peoples' bodies into ones
know where you stand
Lean Cuisine.
obvious
of summer's
were mentioned for other
that look surprisingly like
Goodbye, summer.
because she never tells you."
maladies is the fact that
reasons.
.
mine.
To people outside
the
"Teri makes up for her
team it may seem like Bailey
lack of height by playing
is impatient, but the girls
twice as hard," was one of
• 1Mfees, continued
among intra murals, recreation,
and the
know why she can get this
many positive comments
from
page 17
athletic department.
way.
given by the players. "Her
After his first go-around as director last
"She gets impatient when
hustle and her defense are
sports.
we don't do what she knows
year, Israel said things are starting to become
'1t'ssomething I don't want to do," Israel
so good," was another.
we can do," Neece said.
a little more organized as far as balancing
When I asked them about
said. "I would love to have enough money
"She
has
'high
each organization's schedule.
that we didn't need to charge. But I think in
their suspected roles on the
. "Last year was definitely
a learning
expectations for us," added
team, I was surprised with
the long run it'll be a good deaL'"
Dunn.
experience, dealing with shared facilities,
their responses.
The department
is already
making
The. girls know that
All of them feel that they
athletic teams, and intramural/rec,"
Israel
. improvements,
Bailey is going to have to
said. "But now things are starting to get
are too inexperienced
to
For basketball there will be two big clocks
mold them into the squad
make an impact this year
settled in."
instead of the tiny ones that have usually,
Last year the department
made an
that she wants, and when
and are here to improve.
been used, and there are regulation footballs
that
time . comes,
. as
attempt to raise the full-time student fees to
Cwr,(~long with the rest of
and basketballs instead of cheaper ones.
tM girls} feels that she has a
create a multi-purpose athletic facility.
Woodcock put it, ''It's going
The goal of the department is to have a
to be sweet!"
Currently, students are paying.$3.~O;to'"
larger role, because she has
place for students to be active or just hang
:
keep the Intramural/Recreation
department
out and meet people.
So besides
the more
traditional
going.
.
Although the fee-raising proposal was
intramural
sports
like basketball
and
shot down, Israel said the deparment will be
football, the department
is adding things
asking for more money this year, although
like a 'grand prix' with go-carts
and
FOOTBALL
he knows there are others asking for money.
mountain bike polo, to involve students who
W
L
Pet.. PFPA
"The administration backs us; they're just
may
not
like
the
mainstream
sports
..
BolseSt.
1
0
1.00 31 10
strapped.
We needmore
parking, more
One .of the biggest
problems
the
Idaho
1
0
1.00 38 30
classrooms, whatever. When the ceiling's
Montana
department has is the small amount of space
.1
0
1.00 S2 48
MontanaSt
·1
0
1.00 29 16
leaking on your computer, you're wondering
allotted to it.
No. Arizona
1
0
1.00 31 27
why we need a recreation facility," Israel
And even though there isn't a lot of space,
Weber.St.
1
0
1.00 40 28
said. "That's what we're fighting."
the department must balance timeand space

• Frosh continued

Summer's hard

BIO SKY SCORECARD

.-

IdahoSt.
E. Washington

1

o

0

1.00

1.000

52
13

3
34.,

Last week's games
BSU 31, Rhode Island 10
Montana 52, South Dakota 51. 48
No. Arizona 31, Southern Utah 27
Weber si 40, Sonoma Sl 28
Idaho St. 52, Chadron Sl 3
Montana5l29, Western Illinois 16
Northeast louisiana 34, E. Washington 13
Idaho 38, S.F. Austin 30
.
This week's games
. BSUat Nevada, 1:05 p.m. (PDT)
Montana at Oregon, 1 p.m. (PDT)
No. Arizona vs. No. Texas, 6:OSp.m.
Weber St vs. Northridge St, 6:0Sp.m,
Idaho St. at Portland St, 7 p.m. (PDT)
Montana St at Washington St, 3 p.m.
I.dahovs.Southwest Texas St., 1:OSp.m.

.

.

,EARNEXIU MONEY!!!!

<,

Join BSU's telemarketing team for Phonathon '93r
Student callers are needed to contact BSU alumni
and friends during the month of October. If you are
currently enrolled at BSU,· have good communication
skills, are dependable, enthusiastic and willing to
work two nights a week, we warit yourn .
Callers earn:
• $5 per hour

• paid training
• marketable skills
• future job references'

.Huge Selec~ion... Big Discount·

Corner 15th and Front· Boise 383-0073

NOW 'OPEN YEAR ROUN·D/·

. • new friends
. • other "perks"

Phonathon '93 is held (I;?1Il6-9:30 p.m. Mondays-Thursdays
Oct.~4-28. To apply. contact 1Qrn. Philipps, BSUFound~tion.
Education Building, Room 725A. or ca.1l385-1326.' Don't wait.
. '.
"positions
fiU up fast!! .
.
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Dan Killeen
HELP WANTED
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PART TIME JOB Starting at
$6.70 hr. Select your job with
the Idaho National
Guard.
CALL 389-MIKE.

Haro/c/

~!jJ
~/

HOUSING
FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as
Much as You Want In One
Week! $100 ... $600 ... $1500!
Market Applications for VISA,
MASTERCARD,
MCI,
AMOCO, ect. Call for your
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify
for FREE TRIP
to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94. Call 1800-950:1039, ext. 75.
FRATS! SORORITIES!' STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as
Much as You Want InOne
Week! $100 ... $600 ... $15001
Market Applications
for the
hottest credit card ever - NEW
GM MASTERCARD.
Users
earn BIG DISCOUNTS on GM
CARS! Qualify for FREE TSHIRT & '94 GMC JIMMY.
Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn up to $2000+/month
+
world travel.
Summer and
Career employment
availabl~.
No experience necessary. For
more information
call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5903.

Dave
Dave Miller .
.IF- I'M DIAl.lNq N-IOUi-oF--SiATE
NUMBEf1: WHll.e ,'M MAt<INq A Sf\l:IES

Of ~uP'-I-ANG
CHANUE';...
HAve To '51~NAL ?!

CAF.. PI-IONE_' . _
_~'~"'f\--,-'l\

Vit'VIN4
5cHoOt..

I

PEER ADVISOR.
Paid positions and credit available.
Apply by Sept.20 in Academic
Advising Center, Rm MG 105.
Contact Kimber Shaw.

A NEW DIREcrION
TIred of
Routine1
Need a change1
Start now with a RAPIDLY
Expanding·
International
Marketing/
1h1ining Co. Can
Now. 1-800-976-2525.
WOMEN NEEDED to work in
a group home setting, working
with
autistic
children
or
adults. 5 days on, 5 days off.
Pay up to $7.55/hr by the 10th
month.
Apply
at 9446
Fairview
Ave., Tuesday
Friday between 9am and 2pm.

LAST

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartment, 1 1/2 bath, off Curtis.
No children, pets or washing
facilities. $380/mo.
Available
early October.
csu 384-0018
after 3pm daily.

I

FOR SALE'
WHAT.A DEAL!! 1984 Red
Pontiac Fiero,
Only 21,000
Miles, 4-speed, removable sunroof, Cassette
stereo
with
headrest speakers, tilt wheel,
delay
wipers,
Showroom
Cond ition, $4175 OBO. 8531655 evenings.
Sofas: $5 -15 Vacuums: $10
Clothes:' $.10 Bikes: $15 - 35
Chairs:
$1 - 7. The Garage
Sale,
4204 Chinden
Blvd.
Open 7 days a week: 322-8792.
NEED ENERGY to stay up l~te
and study, plus brain food to
focus?
Great products
that
really work. Call ~2-3930. ~,
f

BRIDGESTONE MB-2 , 42cfu,
asking $700. Raleigh PresUS&,
-.
SOcm,·
RX-l00,
$30ti~
Performance trainer, $60. Olin·
Mark IV skis, 18Ocm,1}'roJia.
bindings, S35.Raichle. boots, 8
1/2, $15. Call 389-1319
evenings.

MISC.
900 PHONE LINES Turnkey
and Custom lines. For comprehensive info kit send $2.00
to: DHM, 15702 Halldale Ave.
#A, Gardena, CA 90247.

CHANCE
FOR
STUDENT
INSURANCE REFUND.

All full fee students (8 credits or more) are
automatically covered by the student
health insurance program on the first day
of classes or the day fees are paid, if paid
late. Coverage for the fall semester
semester beginning on the first day of
classes and ends on the first day of
classes the spring semester. Student
Health Insurance benefits are available to
dependents and part time students who
pay less than full fees but are enrolled in at
least three credit hours of class each
semester.
Students not wishing to keep this coverage
can apply for a refund of the insurance fee
by filling a petition with the insurance
representative during the first ten working
days of each semester. The fall semester
refund period started Monday August
30,1993 and will run thru September
13,1993 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. In the
Student Union Building at the Information"
Booths .. For more information about the
Student Insurance call Sandi Neil at 3854063 or Ted Arellano at 385-3863

....~.
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Join the Jewish Students Assoc.
, Leave your name for Leon at the
Student Activities counter in the
.SUB

International Student Association
Friday, Sept. 10 at 3:30 in the
SUB Farnsworth Room
27th Annual

Del Parkinson, BSU Pianist,
will perform Sept. 9-10
at 7:30 pm in the Morrison
Center Recital 'Hall. Cost ts $4 general, $2 seniors and free to BSU faculty, staff, and students. Tickets
sold at the door on afirst-come,
first-served basis
Call 385-3980

ALPHAKAPPAPSI
Information Meeting 'with Free
cookies and punch
Thursday, Sept. 16 at 7 pm in the
SUB Senate Forum
Call Dev Miller at 385.:3774
Harvest Century Tour '93
BIKE TOUR for Idaho Network
for Children
Sunday, Sept. 12 in the Lake
Lowell area of Canyon County
Call 336-7298

MUSEUM COMES TO LIFE

With historical demonstrations,
entertainment. food, and games for

children.
Saturday, Sept. 25, 10 am-5 pm
at the Idaho Historical Museum
Admission is free
Call June Peterson at 343-4769
YWCARape Crisis Alliance
Training Sessionsjor New
Volunteers
Sept. 8-11, 8 am-4 pm
Contact LaDessa Foster at the
YWCA,343-3688
The BSU College of Social
Sciences and PubllcAffatrs, Noodles
and the Idaho Humanities Council
present Gregory Raymond for a
FETTUCCINE'FORUM

on "Ethics and Statecraft:
Moral Dimensions of
American Foreign Policy"
Noon at Noodles restaurant
Monday, Sept. 13
Admission is free,
Call' 385-3776

, CELEBRATE POETRY DAY 1993 ' ,
at Mt. Hood Community College in
Gresham, Oregon, Friday, Oct. 15
7-10 pm open mtc
Northwest Training and
Networking offers a conference on
Defending Human Rights
in the 90s
Focusing on the current
threats to civil rights
for gay and lesbian people
Cost is $35 including up to 23
hours oj workshops ,
Sept. 25-2(;) in the SUB
Call 344-4295

'Send a self-addressed-stamped
envelope to Joan A. Henson, 6071
S.W. Park Road,Tualatin,OR 97062

Share. Care. Encourage
Young Life 101, Sunday nights"
7-8:30 pm, in the 'SUB Boyington
Room starting Sept. 12.
Meet new friends for Bible study
and discussion.
,"Nobody Joins Young Life,
You Just Show Upl"
Contact Toin, 377-5240

..

The ACLU Club of BSU presents
Inherit the Wind
Sept. 10, II, 16, 17,24, and 25
8 pm in the BSU SpEC Center
Tickets are $10

, Family Action COmmittee
,
First Meeting
"

BSU students receive a 50%
discount at the box office

IDAHO MIDWIFERY COUNCIL

CONFERENCE
featuring Dr. Michel Odent
Sept. 13-14 at the First United
Methodist Church '
Call Paulene Robbins at 345-2194

Poetry must'be in the hands
of the judges by Saturday, ,Sept. 18

Thursday, Sept. 9 at 4 pm in the,
, SUB Ab Fong room '
Call Mike Reed at 385-3655

Call 344-5243
EvENING

BIJ,JLE STUDY

First BSU Volunteer Fair

Chaffee Hall1V Lounge
Thursday evenings 9 pm
Call Howard Jones at 342-2182

Wednesday, Sept. 15
10 - 2 pm in the Quad,
Call 385-4240
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For a long time, I've
practiced of the three R's. If
wondered why stores print ,you think about it, though,
"Reduce, Reuse, Recycle"
recycling is just one way of
on shopping bags. I know
reusing something. Empty
it's a popular slogan for
peanut butter jars can be
'90's enviromrientalism,
used for dry food storage,
and, retai!ers want to prove
used to freeze individual,
~ they're hlp, but do they
servings of soup, or melted
know what they're saying?
to make a new peanut but- .
Perhaps not.
.----, ter jar.
The most surprisReusing requires
ing of those three to
more creativity than
appear on a shoprecycling, but
ping bag is "reduce."
,t
accomplishes more
That means"buy
as well. But reusing,
,less," which is the
h really, is only one of
last thing that any
e many ways to
serious capitalist
reduce. Reusing
wants you to do. If
peanut butter jars
they wantto maxi-b7JODK'Dapp
, allows you to reduce
mize profits, they
your consumption'
should print a new slogan,
of plastic containers.
,
such as, ~'Jncrease,
Talking about peanut
Incontinence, Incinerate."
butter jars makes this
But the ''R.R.R'' bags
sound like a kid's game,
have becllprinted and the
but it's not. In 1987,
message is out there forgAmericans generated an
ing a new consumer conestimated 153 million tons
sciousnessvTo help that :
of urban waste, and every
process,J would like you to
year that number gets bigspend a few,miriutes thirik;- ,ger .. ,
,' ,,'
ing (lbout":Vhat "Reduce,' ,
So the next time you go
Reuse, Recycle'~c<?uld,,"
, shopping for something, ,
'm~an to you as a,consumer.
think,''Reduce.'~'AskyourRecycling is probably the
self whether you really
, easiest andmostco~only,
need that product.

Y I.
, If you decide that you do
need it, think, "Reuse."
This reminds you to look
.for durable products rather
than disposables. If you're
buying food, look for
things that come iri
,
reusable containers, ~r buy
, bulk foods to refill teusable
containers that you already
have.
, If you can't find a
'
reusable version of the
product you need, think,
''Recycle.''
Manufacturers are
becoming more conscious
of the demand fer recyclable goods, so you should
find this a little easier to do
than you did even a year
ago.
Of course,aftergoillg
through this process, there
will still remain many
,
goods that you need but
can't be reused or recycled.
When you come across one,
ask yourself whether the
pleasure or convenience it
provides you isworth tHe
environmental cost before
you bUy. Then at least you
can say that you buy with,
the mindfulness of an environ-mental shopper.
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...Getting
Organize&(
:Meetings'
Alf8lldane. at a Gotlln" 0rganIz0d
Moollng by at least on. offtcertrom
eacIlASDSU r~Wdont
Clfllmllmllon Is reqWod to maIntcIh
ofllclal ~
ataIus as a DSU
ClfQClllmlton. AdvJsOra oro dronlW
cncot.ragod to atl8lld. -.'
All meetings are locOt6et in
Union;

Forum. Sludent

the

5enafe

The same Information WiD be presented
at each meeting, Please pick one
sesslon to aHand,

,Formore Information call the
student Actlvftles Office at
385-1223

